Bmw e46 323i

The body styles of the range are:. All-wheel drive , which was last available in the 3 Series in ,
[9] was reintroduced for the E46 on the xi, xi and xd models. Following the introduction of the
E90 3 Series sedans in late , the E46 began to be phased out. In late , design work began under
chief designer Chris Bangle and continued into Chris Bangle and Dr. Production development
of the sedan took 24 months following design freeze and was 31 months from executive board
styling approval in to its start of series production in December The E46 sedan was unveiled via
press release on 11 November and was launched on the market at the end of April with
customer deliveries. Factory specifications are listed below. The electronic components in the
E46 are more integrated than previous generations of 3 Series, including the use of a CAN bus
system. The E46 M3, first introduced in October , was available with the 3. The M3's S54 engine
has a redline of 8, rpm. As with most M engines, the S54 has 6 individual throttle bodies , in this
case electronically operated drive-by-wire throttle. The engine featured dry sump lubrication as
its racing counterpart and bigger radiators. The stiffer chassis and suspension system were a
carryover from the race version. The car was lowered further than a standard M3 and featured
additional strut braces between the firewall and strut towers as well as between the right shock
towers. The redesigned front and rear fascias and the rear wing optimised aerodynamics. The
roof, the hood, the rear wing and front and rear fascias were made from carbon-fibre in order to
reduce weight. Notable changes made to the interior included leather Recaro bucket seats,
removal of rear seats and special M3 GTR sill plates. The Alpina "B3 3. In September , the
facelift LCI versions of the sedan and Touring were released for the model year. In March , the
facelift LCI versions of the coupe and convertible models except M3 were released for the model
year. The highest selling year for the E46 chassis was , when , vehicles were sold worldwide.
The Spec E46 cars are built to a standard with limited modifications, to create a level playing
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Now considered something of a classic, the BMW E46 3-series certainly set the benchmark for
sport sedans for years to come â€” the gold standard for the Ultimate Driving Machine. The
same is true of the E46 â€” a few choice mods can make an enormous difference in the look and
performance of your BMW i, i, i or i [E46]. Why drive around looking like that lady that works in
the HR Department with a stock E46? The stock wheels for BMW E46 ranged from decent to
disgusting in terms of stock wheel style, but to be frank, nobody ever looked cool on stock
wheels. The right set of wheels can really set the tone for a build or act as the finishing touch to
tie everything together. One of the best looking wheels out there for the E46 right now comes
from Forgestar wheels. And of course, we also offer tires â€” we stock Michelin Pilot Super
Sport, Hankook Ventus V12 Evo2, Continental, Toyo Proxes, Nitto Invo and nearly any other

brand â€” and you can save a nice chunk of money when you get wheels and tires, as you can
often get a deal on mounting and balancing or other great incentives. So be creative and
express yourself! Reasonably priced and high quality, the V is available in hyper silver and the
multispoke design creates a very different aesthetic. If you have a black E46, the bright Hyper
Silver finish available on the V offers a great contrast to the dark paint, giving your E46 the
visual pop it needs to turn heads whenever you roll up, and the bright silver finish with black
also creates a very classy sort of vibe. And of course, if Matte Black is more your speed, the
matte black version of the VMR V can tie together your other black accents and trim. These are
just a few of the options available from VMR, and feel free to consult our Mod Experts for their
suggestions. Avant Garde Wheels also offers some great styles for BMW as well, offering a wide
variety of styles and options to suit whatever your particular style is. The M is a great wheel for
those who like the Mesh look or are into the stance scene, the M is a versatile wheel that suits
several different style builds. Maybe 5-spoke is more your style â€” check out the Avant Garde
M in that case; with its bold straight 5-spoke design, it adds a lot of character to the bodylines
of your E If being a hoon is more your style, check out fifteen52 â€” renowned for their unique
look, fifteen52 offers wheels in the 5xmm fitments needed for the E With its fat 5-spoke design,
the tarmac evokes the look of supercars past with a look that works well on nearly any car. Ask
a Mod Expert to order your set. Not sure what fitment is best for your particular E46? Have a
touring? Something else funky? Consult our Mod Experts for their fitment recommendations
â€” give the team a call at , chat live at ModBargains. Ironic that despite its great handling, the
wear and tear on the BMW E46 Suspension itself is the problem. Fortunately, the solution to the
problem is both simple and inexpensive. Simply fitting a set of these OEM BMW E46 shock
tower reinforcement plates corrects this issue and gives the strut towers the strength they need
to withstand the stresses sent through the chassis and prevents the issue. Something else
worth mentioning is that a good strut tower brace does the same job as the Strut Tower
Reinforcement Plates, with the added benefit of increased chassis rigidity, making it an even
better excuse to get that sick Dinan Carbon-Fiber Trimmed strut tower brace you wanted. Click
here to get yours. Eibach is a great choice for a daily driven vehicle, offering a good
compromise of ride quality to handling performance. The lower ride height really makes the car
look worlds sharper, and the lower center of gravity and performance spring rates will make
your 3 carve corners sharper than ever. Specifically designed with preserving ride quality while
also enhancing handling performance and giving the car a nice visual drop, these are an ideal
choice to keep your E46 riding comfortably even after you lower it. With a drop of 1. Coilovers
integrate the spring and shock absorber into a single unit, and moves the spring onto a
threaded perch, allowing you to adjust the ride height of the car up and down. On the E46, most
Coilovers are going to be an integrated spring and shock up front, with an adjustable spring and
shock for the rear. As you can see here, coilovers allow you to dial in your ride height for the
perfect stance like the sedan you see here. You can still pick up a set of quality coilovers that
will perform well. A couple of the engineers at KW got fed up with the bureaucracy and the
marketing nonsense that comes with having a huge international corporation, and set out to
make their own coilovers for enthusiasts that performed well as inexpensively as possible.
However you choose to do it, lowering your E46 will make your 3-Series look worlds better and
perform better than ever. Our friendly and knowledgeable team can point you in the right
direction and get you on the path to get low. Of course, should you need installation, we can do
that for you as well at the Mod Auto shop facility in La Habra, CA. When it comes to making your
straight six sing, this is one of the first steps. The intake above is the former. Also available in
polished or black, this intake upgrade is good for a tidy gain of 9. Mishimoto recently unveiled
their Mishimoto Intake for BMW E46 3-Series , which offers an aggressive intake note and
moderate power gains. Featuring carbon fiber trim and an upgraded direct-fit airbox, this is one
of the cleanest intake options, fits perfectly like an OEM part and offers a moderate WHP gain.
Upgrading the intake of your E46 will make it sound better and put down more power every time
you sink your foot to the floor, so considering an upgrade for your intake should be on your
to-do list. The exhaust gives the rear end of your E46 a ton of character and makes up a ton of
the rear end real estate. Offering a great blend of deep tone and minimal drone, this system is
another great choice for a daily driven car, as Tim P can tell you in the review below. Make your
3-Series a car you turn back and look at as you walk away after parking and break necks when
you roll up to meets or just the valet. Want the whole CSL shebang? But what if you wanted that
classic M aggression? After the front end is sorted, the rear end is what needs attention. The
CSL Style Trunk adds a functional and gorgeous ducktail right into the contours of your
trunklid, making your E46 look as it always should have. Not sure what might look best for your
combination? Give us a call at , chat live at ModBargains. Last but not least is the lighting
system of your E Upgrading the lighting components on the car not only makes the car look

more upspec, but also takes years off its appearance. LED Tails are the standard these days
and visually update any car. When it comes to modding your E46, with as available as parts are
these days, the only real limit is your imagination. Great sounding exhaust for the price! In this
article you can find 13 of the most common problems on BMW E46 models. If getting ready to
buy one, or have one and want to know what might be some of the common problems to expect
in the future, this list could be useful. The most common repair on these vehicles by all means.
With a couple of searches online you can find some useful forum posts like this one. In this
video you see some of the common problem areas as far as coolant leaks. Common on a
leaking expansion tank. This is a common symptom of worn out thrust rod bushings in the front
suspension. They are commonly replaced between 50kk miles. One of two things usually will
happen: either it will become noisy, or it will start leaking coolant. This can cause your drive
and timing belts to go bad. The problem is caused from worn door seals. There are all kinds of
hacks out there to repair this issue, but the right thing to do is to get a new set of BMW door
seals. It is not uncommon for the radiator to develop a coolant leak. A leaking radiator will
require replacement. When a leaking radiator is replaced the entire cooling system should be
inspected and if any additional leaks are found they should be repaired also. Overheating can
cause severe engine damage. If the engine begins to overheat it is recommended to stop at the
first available location and have your vehicle towed to a repair shop. Rear left , Rear right Loss
of Coolant In this video you see some of the common problem areas as far as coolant leaks.
Water Pump May Develop Coolant Leak One of two things usually will happen: either it will
become noisy, or it will start leaking coolant. If find the same results be sure to check these
items to prevent future repairs. This is an opportunity to make a video for it. Coolant Leak from
Radiator It is not uncommon for the radiator to develop a coolant leak. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. After documenting more than 2, discarded vehicles since I began the
project in , the time has come to fill in some holes in the collection. Namely, the BMW 3 Series,
now in its seventh generation since the first North American-market i appeared here in the
model year. We've seen junkyardified examples of the preSeries followed by the E21 , E30 , and
E36 ; I've been seeing kaput E46 s on a regular basis for several years now, so I vowed to shoot
the next one I saw while making my car-graveyard rounds. That turned out to be this maltreated
'99 i in Denver. Each successive 3 Series gets heavier and more powerful, with the current G20
3 Series scaling in hundreds of pounds heavier than the 5 Series of the i era and coming very
close to the heft of the early 7 Series. In , the new i lived near the middle of the 3 Series lineup,
well above the affordable four-cylinder ti on the prestige ladder but far below the mighty M3. The
i's engine was this 2. The i got a 2. For the year , all the US-market 3 Series cars were E46s.
Does it have a manual transmission , you ask? No, it does not. Three-pedal 3 Series cars get
increasingly rare as you get through the s and into our current century, and enthusiasts tend to
value those cars sufficiently to keep them out of the junkyardsâ€¦ for a few extra years. The
interior looks reasonably nice, but the mismatched hood tells a story of deferred maintenance
and low-budget bodywork. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the
garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Murilee Martin.
Share 0 Comments. More room BMW Automotive History junkyard junkyard gems bmw 3 series
e46 bmw junkyard gem e46 e46 3 series. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave
a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started.
Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law

enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. One of the easiest repairs you can perform on
your BMW E46 3 series car is a battery replacement. In fact the toughest part of the repair is
lifting the battery in and out of the vehicle. But interestingly enough, many BMW E46 owners
still take their vehicles to the repair shop for a new battery. The batteries in our cars eventually
wear outâ€¦as sure as death and taxes. The average life span of an automotive battery is about
si
toyota prado service schedule
pioneer avh 4200nex wiring diagram
2004 mazda rx 8 owners manual
x years, although that number can obviously fluctuate. The Repair Cost graphically displays
approximately how expensive the repair will be to perform. Please note that these cost
estimates are approximate and can fluctuate based on brand preferences and manufacturer.
Share on Facebook. Even though we used a ci to perform this repair, this article can be applied
to any 3 series vehicle with minor modifications to the repair steps. For more information on
affiliate links , please click here. Screwdriver â€” phillips. Shop rag. And congratulations for
Doing It Yourself! All rights reserved. The Level of Difficulty displays graphically how
challenging the repair is, from beginner to expert. Beginner repairs usually require very few
tools, have short repair times and are simple to complete for even the most novice of
mechanics. As the difficulty level rises expect the repair to demand more time, use more
specialized tools, and require a better understanding of mechanics to complete the job.

